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Bicycle kick soccer video

For a Bengali film, see Bike Kick (2005). For a professional wrestling move, see Professional Wrestling Attacks § Bicycle Kick. Forward Ruben Mendoza, of the U.S. men's national soccer team, performs a bicycle kick. In the association of football, a bicycle kick, also known as an overhead kick or a scissor kick, is an
acrobatic kick in which a player hits a ball in the air in the air. This is achieved by throwing the body backwards into the air and, before descending to the ground, creating movements with the lower limbs so that the ball gets the striking leg in front of the other. In most languages, the manoeuvre is named either for the
cycling movement or by the scissor movement it resembles. Its complexity, and unorthodox performance in competitive football matches, makes it one of football's most famous association skills. [A] Bicycle kicks can be used defensively to clear the ball of the goalie or hit offensively on the opponent's goal in an attempt to
score. Bicycle kicking is an advanced football skill that is dangerous for inexperienced players. His successful performance is largely limited to the most experienced and athletic players in football history. Workers from Chile's Pacific seaports likely pulled off the first cycling kicks at football matches, possibly as early as
the late 19th century. Advanced techniques such as cycling kicking have evolved from South American adjustments to football style introduced by British immigrants. Brazilian footballers Leônidas and Pelé popularised the skill internationally during the 20th century. The bicycle blow has since achieved such wide appeal
that in 2016, 2017 was the year of the 20th century. As an iconic skill, cycling kicks are an important part of the association's football culture. Performing a cycling kick in a competitive football match, especially in achieving a goal, usually attracts a lot of attention in sports media. The cycling kick is shown in works of art,
such as sculptures, films, commercials and literature. Controversy over the invention and naming of moves has added to praise for the blow in popular culture. The manoeuvre is also admired in similar balls, especially in variants of football such as futsal and beach soccer. Name Real Madrid defender Sergio Ramos (in
white) used a bicycle kick against rivals Athletic Bilbao in a La Liga match in 2010. The bicycle kick is known in English by three names: a bicycle kick, an overhead kick and a scissors kick. The term cycling kick describes the action of the legs while the body is in the air, resembling a pedal on a bicycle. [3] The
manoeuvre is also referred to as an overhead blow, relating to a ball overhead,[4] or a scissor blow, reflecting movement Scissor blades come together. [5] Some authors distinguish scissors kick as a similar bicycle kick, but done sideways or at an angle; [6] other authors consider them the same move. [7] In languages
other than English, his name also reflects the action he recalls. Sports journalist Alejandro Cisternas, of chilean newspaper El Mercurio, compiled a list of those names. [8] In most cases, they refer to a blow with scissors such as movement, such as French ciseaux retourné (returned scissor) and Greek Pslidaki, or to his
bicycle-like action, such as the Portuguese pontapé de bicicleta. [8] Other languages describe the nature of the action: German Fallrückzieher (fall backwards), Polish przewrotka (blow to the tumble), Dutch omhaal (pull reversal) and Italian rovesciata (reverse kick). [8] Exceptions to these naming patterns can be found in
languages indicating the move by reference to a location, such as norwegian brassespark (Brazilian kick). [8] [9] This exception is most significant in Spanish, where there is a fierce controversy between Chile and Peru — as part of their historic sporting rivalry — over the naming of a cycling kick; The Chileans know him
as chilean, while the Peruvians call him chalaca. [10] [B] Nevertheless, the move is also known in Spanish by the less tendency names of tijera and tijereta - both of which refer to the manoeuvring scissor movement. [16] Execution of the Cycling Impact Execution Phase. R = right foot. A successful performance of a
cycling kick generally requires great skill and athleticism. [17] To perform a bicycle kick, the ball must be in the air, so that the player can hit while doing the backflip; the ball can come into the air towards the player, such as a cross, or the player can move the ball into the air. [18] The non-kicking leg should rise first to
help start the body while the kicking leg makes the jump. [19] During the jump, the back of the body should move backwards until it is parallel to the ground. [20] As the body reaches peak height, the kicking leg should crack towards the ball because the non-impact leg is lowered simultaneously to increase the force of
the impact. [21] Vision should stay focused on the ball until the foot hits it. [22] Hands should be used to balance and reduce the impact of falls. [5] Bicycle kicks are mainly done in two situations, one defensive and the other offensive. A defensive bicycle kick is done when a player facing his side's goal uses the action to
clear the ball in the direction opposite their side's goalie. Sports historian Richard Witzig considers the defensive bike to be a desperate move that requires fewer goals than its offensive variety. [2] An offensive bicycle kick is used when a player has the back of an opposing goal and is near the goalie. According to Witzig,
the offensive. the kick requires concentration and a good understanding of the location of the ball. [2] Bicycle strokes can also be done in midfield, but this is not recommended because safer and more accurate passes can be done in this zone. [2] Peruvian winger Juan Carlos Oblitas scores by bicycle against Chile at the
Estadio Alejandro Villanueva, during a Copa América match in 1975. The crosses preceding the offensive kick with the bike are of dubious accuracy – german striker Klaus Fischer reportedly stated that most crosses before being hit by a bicycle are bad. [23] Moreover, performing a bicycle blow is dangerous, even when
done correctly, as it can harm a startled participant in the field. [24] For this reason, Peruvian defender César González recommends that the player performing the bicycle kick have enough space to perform it. [25] For a player using a manoeuvre, the greatest danger occurs during a fall; severe fall may injure the head,
back or wrist. [26] Witzig recommends players trying to land on the upper back, using their hands as support, and at the same time roll over to the side to minimize the impact of the fall. [2] Witzig recommends footballers try to execute a bicycle kick with a focused and determined state of mind. [2] The performer should
maintain good form when performing moves and must at the same time show exceptional accuracy and precision when hitting the ball. [27] Brazilian striker Pelé, one of the sport's renowned players, also finds the manoeuvre difficult and recalls scoring only a few times out of his 1,283 career goals. [28] Due to the
complexity of the action, a bicycle kick and, according to sportswriter Elliott Turner, prone to audience awe were noted. [1] An inadequately executed bicycle kick can also expose a player to ridicule. [29] History Football lore has a number of legends relating to when and where the bicycle hit was first performed and who
created it. [30] [31] [C] According to Brazilian anthropologist Antonio Jorge Soares, the origin of cycling stroke is important only as an example of how folklore is created. [32] Popular opinion continues to discuss its exact origin, especially in the locations where the manoeuvre was supposedly created (e.g. [33] [34] [D]
Nevertheless, the facts and dates available speak a simple narrative, indicating that the invention of cycling kicking took place in South America, during an era of innovation in the tactics and skills of the association's football. [8] [30] [38] [39] Excerpt from Peru El Comercio reporting match between HMS Amphion crew



and United team Lima Cricket/Unión cricket in 1904. British immigrants, attracted by South America's economic prospects, including exports of coffee from Brazil, hide-and-seek and meat from Argentina and guano from Peru, introduced football to the region during the 1800s. [42] Immigrant communities were set up by
institutions, such as schools and sports clubs, where activities reflected activities done in Britain - including the practice of football. [42] Football practice had previously spread from Britain to mainland Europe, primarily Belgium, the Netherlands and Scandinavia, but the game had no innovation at these locations. [43]
Things have evolved differently in South America because, instead of simply mimicking the style of play of immigrants - more based on slower Scottish passing play than on faster and rougher English football style - South Americans have contributed to the growth of the sport by highlighting the technical qualities of
players. [44] Adapting the sport to their preferences, South American footballers have mastered individual skills such as dribbling, bending free kicks and bicycle kicks. [45] Bicycle impacts first occurred in the Pacific ports of Chile and Peru, probably as early as the late 1800s. [46] While their ships were docked, British
seafarers played football between themselves and the locals as a form of leisure; sports practice was accepted in ports because its simple rules and equipment made it available to the general public. [47] Afro-Peruvian seaport workers may have first pulled off a cycling blow during matches at the end of the 19th [46th]
[48] A bicycle kick could have been carried out for the first time in the 1910s by Ramón Unzaga, a Spanish-born Basque athlete who naturalised the Chilean, in the Chilean seaport of Talcahuano, receiving the name chorera there (given the local demonism). [46] [49] [F] Arellano (centre, white shirt), in a match between
Colo-Colo and La Coruña in 1927, is credited with popularising the moves. Chilean footballers expanded their skill beyond western South America in the 1910s and 1920s. [30] [46] In the first editions of the South American championship, Unzaga and fellow Chilean defender Francisco Gatica amazed spectators with
their bicycle kicks. [46] [52] Chilean striker David Arellano also memorably performed a move and other risky manoeuvres during Colo-Cola's tour of Spain in 1927 [46] [51] Impressed by these bike kicks, fans from Spain and Argentina named him Chilean, a reference to the nationality of the players. [30] [46] Brazilian
striker Pelé rekindled the international recognition of a bicycle kick during the second half of the 20th [58th] [59] His ability to perform cycling kicks with ease was one of the qualities that distinguished him from other players in his early sporting career, and also boosted his self-confidence as a footballer. [60] After Pelé,
Argentina midfielder Diego And Mexican striker Hugo Sánchez became notable performers of cycling kicking during the last decades of the 20th century. [61] Other notable players to pull off the move during this period include Peruvian winger Juan Carlos Oblitas, who scored in a bicycle kick in the Copa América match
between Peru and Chile in 1975 [62] Since the beginning of the twenty-first century, the bicycle kick remains a skill rarely successfully performed in football matches. In 2016, the International Federation of Football Association (FIFA) declared a bicycle kick the most spectacular sight of football and concluded that despite
debatable origins and technical explanations, bicycle kicks were punctuated in the history of the game. [38] Cult status Atlético Madrid striker Diego Costa performs a bicycle kick in a match against Almería in 2013. Hesse and Simpson highlight the positive impact that a successful bicycle kick has on player significance,
with the United States Soccer Association describing it as a cult beautification of the sport. According to former Manchester City defender Paul Lake, a notable bicycle kick performed by England left winger Dennis Tueart caused injuries to hundreds of fans who tried to emulate him. In 2012, a poll of The Guardian fans
awarded England striker Wayne Rooney in 2011 [23] When Italian striker Mario Balotelli stenciled his skills on those of Brazilian midfielder Ronaldinh and French midfielder Zinedine Zidane during his developmental years, he became fixated on a bicycle kick. Juan Mata scored the iconic bicycle kick against Liverpool in
2015 that secured his team victory. [65] Portuguese striker Cristiano Ronaldo's League bike kick goal, In 2018, he received widespread praise from fellow footballers, including England striker Peter Crouch, who wrote on Twitter only a few of us who can do so, and Swedish striker Zlatan Ibrahimovic, who challenged
Ronaldo to try from 40 yards - alluding to his FIFA Puskás Award-winning cycling kick goal from 2012 during an international friendly match between Sweden and England. [38] [23] [66] Some of cycling's most memorable shots were specially performed in the FIFA World Cup finals. German striker Klaus Fischer scored
from a bicycle kick in the 1982 World Cup semi-final match between West Germany and France [68] Hesse and Simpson regard Fischer's action as the most outstanding cycling blow of the World Cup. [23] At the 1986 World Cup in Mexico, Mexico Manuel Negrete scored from a bicycle kick during the round 16 match
between Mexico and Bulgaria - albeit overshadowed by Maradona's goal of the century in the quarter-final match between Argentina and England,[69] Negrete's goal earned the title of the biggest goal of the World Cup by FIFA's fan poll conducted in 2018. [70] Bicycle kick of defender Marcelo Balboa, in the 1994 FIFA
World Cup match between Colombia and the United States at the 2002 World Cup in Korea and Japan. Enzo Francescoli scores for River Plate against Poland with a bicycle kick in 1986. According to the American Football Association, Pelé's bicycle kick in the 1981 film Escape to Victory [67] Google Doodle in
September 2013 [73] Cycling kicks were also featured in commercials such as the 2014 television commercial, where Argentine striker Lionel Messi performs a maneuver to promote that year's FIFA football simulation. [74] A monument to the bicycle impact that took out Ramón Unzaga was erected in Talcahuan, Chile,
in 2014; Created by sculptor María Angélica Echavarri, the statue consists of copper and bronze and is three metres in diameter. [33] A statue is planned for the Coyoacán district of Mexico City to honour Manuel Negrete's bicycle kick. [75] Uruguayan novelist Eduardo Galeano wrote about cycling kicking in his book
Football in the Sun and Shadows, praising Unzaga as an inventor. [76] Peruvian Nobel laureate Mario Vargas Llosa has a protagonist in the Spanish edition of The Time of the Hero, declaring that the bicycle kick must have been invented in Callao, Peru. [31] The manoeuvre is also admired in the association's football
variants, such as beach soccer and futsal. [33] [77] In 2015, Italian beach soccer forward Gabriele Gori reportedly stated about a bike kick that [and]t comes down to an awful lot of training. [38] An action such as a bicycle strike is also used in sepak takraw, a sport whose goal is to hit the ball across the net and into the
side of the opposing team. [78] See also association football portal Association of Football Tactics and Skills History association football Scorpio kick (reverse bike kick) Notes ^ Turner refers to bike kick as [t]he peak wonder-goals, [1] and Witzig defines it as a spectacular – yet most opportunistic and sensitive – move
that exists in football. [2] ^ Argentine sports journalist Jorge Barraza confirms that Peruvians have never had the need to call a bike a kick of Chilean because they have already given it their name. [11] In Brazilian football culture, the term chilena means back heel (a reference to the spurs of Chilean design used in
southern Brazil). [12] In the Spanish newspaper El País, journalist Alberto Lati did not object to local names because of it. Simpson and Hesse agree that the name of the move should be a matter of personal opinion. [14] Roberto Castro wrote that alternative cycling kick names are synonymous, with no definitive name.
[15] ^ Peruvian football journalist Roberto Castro wrote that it was inherently impossible to know for sure who made the first bike shot, because anyone who played with the ball could have done so without being filmed. [15] According to journalist Diego Pérez, bicycle impacts are currently less frequent and their origins
cloudier. [30] ^ In Goal: The New York Times Soccer Blog, journalist Juan Arango wrote that the origin of the cycling kick is a sensitive issue in Peru and Chile. In 2006, Harold Mayne-Nicholls, president of the Football Association of Chile (FFCh), poked a gentle party with Peruvian insistence on the merits of a bicycle
blow. [36] That year, his Peruvian Football Federation (FPF) colleague Mayne-Nicholls, Manuel Burga, announced a campaign to verify the origin of the bike in his country. [36] Also in 2006, Peruvian footballer Teófilo Cubillas advised the FPF to patent a manoeuvre with FIFA,[37] and, in 2009, Chilean footballer
Sandrino Castec expressed confidence that the Peruvian position was based on anti-Chilean sentiment. [8] ^ HMS Amphion arrived in Callao from Panama and continued repairs to Valparaiso, Chile. [40] [41] The team from Peru was made up of British and Peruvian footballers from local clubs Unión Cricket and Lima
Cricket – the latter is probably the oldest club in America to play association football today. [40] The picture reads: The scene we offer to our readers today was taken specifically for El Comercio, in the moments where it took place in Santa Beatriz, last Thursday, the most interesting part of the football match between
sailors from the English warship Amphion and the Peruvian eleven who were winners, as we reported when we announced this beautiful sports fest last Friday. ^ Unzaga's first bicycle blow occurred probably in 1914 or 1916. [50] Journalist Luis Osses Guíñez, author of Talcahuan's football history, claims that Unzaga's
first recorded bicycle hit occurred in 1918, as documented by a civil law notary's report filed after a heated match between Talcahuan and neighbouring Concepción turned violent. Unzaga, described by Osses Guíñez as hot fistfought referee who called foul on player's bike kick. Concepción's newspaper El Sur reported
on the event a few days after the match, with Unzaga declaring in his defence that he had previously performed the manoeuvre in other matches without calling it a foul. [15] ^ Unzaga participated in the 1916 editions of Argentina and Chile in 1920 [53] [54] Gatica participated in tournament editions of Uruguay 1917 and
Brazil in 1919. Gatica's use of moves to stop the imminent goal caught him so much attention that the audience credited him with inventing the move. [55] [56] ^ In his autobiography, Pelé expressed regret for not scoring from a cycling kick at the FIFA World Cup. [67] References ^ a b Turner 2011, Ephemeral goals and
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